The original reason why US universities use anonymous students' evaluations of faculty's teaching was to obtain honest feedback from students; however, whether the outcome of anonymous students' teaching evaluations should be the only personnel decision of university professors is debatable. For instance, the age-old American sociocultural tradition of racial or sexual bias resulted in most US college students' preference for male and white faculty members according to Benjamin M. Schmidt's research. Anonymous interviewees' personal experience in US higher education in this article can serve as the valuable firsthand field studies or case studies of the above-mentioned issue.
Introduction
The AAUP (American Association of University Professors) records show that in the recent decade from the 2000s to the 2010s most US colleges and universities increased their dependence on anonymous students' evaluations of faculty members' teaching from 97.5% to 99.3%.When deciders must find excuses to give no tenure or promotion to faculty, anonymous students' evaluations of the faculty's teaching become the easiest solution and best escape from the legal responsibilities of decision-making. This journal article analytically decodes deciders' tricky (mis)use of anonymous students' teaching evaluations as an easy solution to escape legal responsibilities after their decisions hurt or even permanently terminate female Chinese American faculty members' professional careers in US higher education. their classmates and student-level peers are unkind to faculty members who lack attractive appearance and friendly to handsome male professors who are single with strong muscles when deciding evaluations of these faculty members' teaching. The following news report is one of the best globally known examples of how students are strongly influenced by faculty's appearance.
Having a hot teacher is pretty much every student's fantasy. For a handful of lucky learners at University College London, however, it's no fantasy. Professor Boselli is every co-ed's dream come true. If the name Boselli sounds familiar, it's because the math professor, PietroBoselli, is actually pretty famous -he's a male model. Student AriefAzli discovered his hot professor's second career while perusing Instagram. He then decided to out his professor, who is represented by the Models 1 Agency. Though the model professor left the university in June 2014, presumably to pursue modeling full-time, we're still convinced Boselli is the World's Hottest Teacher, past, present and future. We'd let him teach us whatever he wanted to. (Fuller G., 2015) From the beginning to the end of this news report, there is no detail about this male professor's professional expertise or academic publications in the research fields of math and mechanical engineering. There is also no detail about his pedagogical ideal, curriculum design, or teaching methods. He is the world's "hottest teacher, past, present and future" only because he is a male model -neither because he won any academic honor or professional reputation in his research fields nor because he made efforts to innovate his teaching methods. His students outed him only because he was represented by the Model 1 Agency -not because of his academic or teaching excellence. In fact, his teaching contents and teaching methods do not matter at all because the conclusion of this news report says, "We'd let him teach us whatever he wanted to." This news report is surely one of the best teaching evaluations in the world, but unfortunately the wonderful teaching evaluation has nothing to do with the professor's teaching but matters only with the professor being male, handsome, tall, Caucasian, young, and a model. Susan Boyle's appearance and singing voices are also good examples of how the bias for appearance works.
Britain's Got Talent judges have issued a grovelling apology to Susan Boyle after admitting they were embarrassed for her at the auditions. Piers Morgan and Amanda Holden thought the "scruffy" singer would immediately get buzzed off stage. Amanda, 38, said, "It's a very shallow thing to say, but obviously the minute she walked on we and the audience completely judged her on her appearance. And I hate saying that. The audience was jeering and booing and it was really uncomfortable. And we were 'Oh, just please be good or just get off'. We were so dying for her." But as soon as Susan started singing, the judges knew they "had found gold." Piers, 44, said, "I would just like to apologize to Susan, it's long overdue. Simon Cowell and I don't have the best reputations, I think, for courtesy."
For more than a week now, people on both sides of the Atlantic have been using the story of Susan Boylethe dowdy Scottish spinster who sang her way to fame on "Britain's Got Talent" TV show -as an example of just how shallow we've become. Before she sang, Ms. Boyle seemed to be merely a frumpy 47-year-old unemployed church volunteer who lived alone with her cat, Pebbles, and had, she said, "never been kissed" (a claim that she later took back). Now, after the video of her performance went viral, a flurry of commentary has focused on how we stereotype people into categories, how we fall victim to the prejudices of ageism or look-ism, and how we should learn, once and for all, not to judge books by their covers. (Belluck P., 2009) It is a pity that people who liked Pietro Boselli so much, including the student named Arief Azli, did not highlight whether Pietro Boselli's appearance should matter so much in terms of his teaching position at the University of College, London. Most students' teaching evaluation records in current universities and colleges do not underscore second thoughts about any bias on appearance in the same way as how Amanda Holden and Simon Cowell apologized to Susan Boyle.
Except for the above citations, other reliable corroborations verified that sexual and gender differences are two of the most flamboyant differences in terms of faculty's appearance that students can immediately notice. Students "tend to use different words when rating male and female professors -generally to the disadvantage of the latter", according to Benjamin M. Schmidt's analyses of 14 million anonymous students' teaching evaluations on the well-known US website "Rate My Professor".
Benjamin M. Schmidt reinstated that this research methodology is trustworthy because he adopted the same research methodology to analytically decode the frequency of writers' usage of certain phrases in English-language literary masterpieces during different periods of time. Students and people who defend the necessity to have students' teaching evaluations might argue that Benjamin M. Schmidts trusts his research method only because he used the same research method to study literary works in the past and that his trust in this research method is only faculty logic. However, Benjamin M. Schmidt trusts his research method probably not merely because he used it to successfully win the appreciation from his adviser or reviewers in the past but also because other scholars' use of the same research method won peer reviewers' affirmation.
In addition to Benjamin M. Schmidt's research methodology, interviews are included as a research method. Dozens of anonymous female Chinese-heritage faculty members in US higher education were interviewed. Their personal experience in American colleges and universities revealed the truth of what happened in US higher education.
"Masculine dress is the standard academic uniform, for academia remains an overtly male domain. As a result, female academics find their appearance scrutinized in ways a male colleague would rarely encounter." Women faculty members' attire also tended to be criticized more severely than their male counterparts' attire. An anonymous senior female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee witnessed her male Caucasian American students express this criticism about a junior Chinese-heritage woman candidate for an American teaching job; "A law dean… urged students to stop commenting on female professors' attire in reviews, noting that they don't do so in the same way for men."
Bias against Chinese American Appearance: Sexual, Racial, and Linguistic Discrimination
In addition to sexual and gender differences, racial and linguistic differences are also eye-catching to students in terms of faculty's various backgrounds. Most Chinese-heritage or East-Asian-heritage people's appearance is criticized in the US. For instance, the average size of East Asian eyes is smaller than that of non-Chinese or non-Asian Americans' eyes. In a speech about Chinese American women and Chinese American tiger mothers, attorney Chang Chiu Chen mentioned that the eyes of the well-known female Chinese American movie star, Lucy Alexis Liu (Chinese name: Liu, Yu-ling, 1968b), were criticized by non-Asian Americans as being "sleepy eyes".
Another example is Chinese-heritage or East-Asian-heritage people's noses. An anonymous female Chinese American interviewee tearfully pointed out that a male first-generation European-heritage immigrant, who used to be a Ph.D. student at Columbia University, publicly criticized her nose and other Asian people's noses as being "like moneys' noses" while at a cathedral on 116th Street in Western Uptown Manhattan, New York City. At that time, a senior male Caucasian priest heard this criticism, but did not show any disagreement about such a denigration of Chinese-heritage or Asian-heritage people's appearance. If Western-heritage American students feel so free to publicly criticize Chinese American appearance without any anonymity, they would not hesitate to anonymously rate their female Chinese-heritage faculty in the same or an even more discriminatory way when evaluating their Chinese-heritage instructors' teaching. These examples demonstrate the undeniable fact that Chinese-heritage women professors certainly suffered from anonymous US students' discrimination in their teaching evaluations without any possibility of rectifying the injustice because the US academy confidentiality disallows any disclosure of students' identities in teaching evaluations.
Some people might wish that American-born Chinese professors probably suffer less than first-generation Chinese American professors; unfortunately, anonymous interviewees' experience seems to indicate that is not the case. Although every reasonable person knows that appearance is simply skin-deep, discrimination against Chinese-heritage people's appearance implied that the centuries-long discrimination transcends linguistic and generational differences; even American-born Chinese Americans who speak American English as their first language without native-level Chinese language abilities have the so-called sleepy eyes and monkey-like noses as long as their Chinese DNA is obvious in their appearance.
Most Chinese-heritage people are shorter and smaller than non-Asian-heritage Americans. Because of this, they also tend to look younger than non-Asian-heritage Americans at the same age. Bias ensues. For example, an anonymous junior female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee was around 5'1" and 100 pounds. Even the average size of most American high school students' prom dresses looked too big for her physical size. She was in late twenties or early thirties. At the beginning of that semester, she happened to be the first person to enter her classroom. She sat on a chair at the front of the classroom to wait for her American students' arrival. The first Caucasian American student, who arrived at the same classroom, looked shocked by her small size and her height. Indicating that this female professor did not look like he thought his teacher should, he asked her, "Are you the professor?"
Another anonymous junior female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee disclosed her experience of being frequently mistaken as a student. This implies that US students had less respect for this junior female Chinese-heritage faculty member than for other faculty members who did not look to them -like students.
The small physical size of most Chinese-heritage women faculty members sometimes let to them encountering Caucasian American students' ignorance. One day an anonymous female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee was washing her hands in a ladies' toilet during the 10-minute break between two teaching sessions. Her female Caucasian American students also came to use the same washing closet and also washed their hands at that time. When the Caucasian American students looked downward to wash their hands, they saw the small size of this female Chinese-heritage faculty member. They looked shocked and questioned her, "Did you tie your feet since your childhood?" This female Chinese-heritage professor responded, "No! I did not tie my feet since my childhood. My feet are smaller than yours because my physical size is smaller than yours -not because of foot-binding."
Appearance and indicators of foreign heritage, such as foreign-style surnames or personal names, undoubtedly undermine Americans' original respect for Chinese-heritage people regardless of the fact that American-born Chinese faculty members' English is actually of native fluency. Take the following anonymous Chinese American female faculty interviewees' true stories as examples.
One day a Caucasian American student told an anonymous female Chinese American faculty interviewee that she had been absent during the previous teaching session because of her asthma. This female Chinese-heritage professor responded, "OK! Take care." What shocked this female Chinese American professor was the Caucasian American student's reaction: "Do you know what 'asthma' is?" Although the Chinese American woman faculty member had been teaching in that US university for years, her appearance and non-American name still misled the Caucasian American student to underestimate her English-language abilities.
Another anonymous female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee was requested to repeat a simple English word, "stop", after a Caucasian American administrative director six to eight times because the Caucasian American administrative director asked her to set up boundaries for a student-level harasser's behaviors. She regarded the request to repeat such a simple English word as an extraordinary humiliation and linguistic discrimination.
Another anonymous female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee encountered her Caucasian American department chair's discrimination against her Chinese-language publications. The department chair counted other faculty's publications in foreign languages, such as French, Spanish, German, or Italian, but refused to count this Chinese-heritage faculty member's Chinese-language publications when deciding tenure, promotion, and reappointment.
This female Chinese-heritage interviewee was certainly not the only victim suffering from this kind of linguistic discrimination in American higher education. Professor Chia-linPao Tao's lawsuit case included her department chair's refusal to count her Chinese-language academic publications at the University of Arizona. 
Special Students' Cases
In addition to students' teaching evaluations, special student cases are also used as excuses to hurt Chinese American women scholars' professional careers. Some of these cases ended up with lawsuit records or arbitration records, but a lot of rules related to confidentiality blocked the public from having knowledge of these cases. The anonymous interviews of this book are probably the only reliable way to protect the female Chinese American victims who suffered from the effects of the US academic glass ceiling while also disclosing some details of these special cases.
An anonymous female faculty interviewee alleged that she was stalked by an African-heritage male student on a hall way on campus after an evening class. Worried about her safety, she made a phone call to the police station and reported what had happened to her. Within less than thirty minutes, her dean dialed her cell phone number and chastised her by imparting that her phone call to the police office had damaged the reputation of the university. Except for telling the dean or the university administration about the phone call, the police office offered neither help nor protection to this anonymous female faculty member. Neither the police station nor the university administration -the dean, security office, or any other administrative staff -came to double-check the hall way or the African-heritage student. From then on, this female faculty member suffered from quandaries about her tenure and promotion. She fought for more than ten years and finally became promoted to the level of full professor, but the university expelled her from all the committees related to personnel and finance. She divulged that nobody dares to show friendliness to her in public and that friendlessness had been doomed at the moment when she had called the police to report the student's stalking her that evening.
Later on in the same university another female faculty interviewee was repetitively stalked and harassed by a male Caucasian American student for almost two months. During the same semester, this male Caucasian American student took not only this female faculty's class but also two male faculty members' classes, but he never stalked or harassed male faculty members. He never blocked his two male professors' doorways, never waited to follow his male professors from classrooms to offices, never moved his body closer and closer to his male professors, and never occupied extremely long period of his male professors' office hours regardless of other students' equal right to use the same professor's office hours. One of these two male professors even exposed the fact that this student never used a minute of his office hours during the entire semester. This student's only target was apparently this female faculty member. Because this female faculty member knew about the above-mentioned story of the dean blaming the female professors for her telephone reports to the police station, she did not dare call the police. Instead, she verbally reported to her male Caucasian American department chair. At the beginning, her male Caucasian American department chair promised, without leaving any written evidence, that he would of course protect his female faculty without leaving any written evidence and agreed to transfer the student to the other session of the same class taught by a male doctoral student. When the repetitive stalking and harassment threatened this female faculty member's safety, she decided to record everything via email. One of the emailed responses from the associate dean clearly labeled the student as a problem student. After emails, this female faculty member was referred to an administrative director in charge of students with disabilities and problem students.
This administrative director claimed to be a psychological expert but did not have any license to practice psychological therapies. She did not want to deal with this student on her own; she therefore requested this female faculty member to independently confront the student by setting up boundaries without offering any protection or help to the female faculty member. After the male Caucasian student rejected all the boundaries set up by this female faculty member, the administrative director shouted at the faculty member, blaming her for not using stronger words to confront the student, on the one hand, and claiming that the student was simply academically zealous and had done nothing wrong, on the other hand. She lied by saying that the idea to set up boundaries had been the faculty member's own idea regardless of the fact that her e-mail to the female faculty member clearly recorded her request for this faculty member to set up boundaries. The administrative director also accused the female Chinese-heritage faculty member of lacking collegiality when the female Chinese-heritage faculty showed the e-mail record of this administrative administrator's request for her to set up boundaries. Suddenly, the department chair, the administrative director in charge of students with disabilities and problem students, the associate dean, and other parts of the same university administration seemingly were unable to recognize the logical conflict that the student should not have been confronted if he had really done nothing wrong. They also became unaware of the logical problem that the student should have harassed and stalked not merely his female professor but also his two male professors in the same way during the same semester if his harassment and stalking were truly because of his academic zeal and were nothing wrong. Another logic mistake is the comparison and contrasts between this female Chinese-heritage faculty member's and a white male American faculty member's boundaries set up for students. Randy Pausch was a white male American faculty member at Carnegie Mellon University. In The Last Lecture, he was extremely proud of the fact that he set up boundaries and asked his students to sign names on contract-like "agreements", which included boundaries or rules, in his classes (Pausch R., 2008) . According to regulations of academic freedom in US academy, teachers have the right and academic freedom to create their own rules or boundaries for students. For instance, many faculty members in natural science need students to kill animals, such as rats or rabbits, or even plants to deal with biotech or bio-chemical experiments in laboratories, but some faculty members in religions studies might advocate Jainist, Buddhist, or Hindu beliefs of ashima. The same respect for natural science faculty members' academic freedom to require students' killing of animals or plants in laboratories should be given to religious studies faculty members' academic freedom to promote the concept of ashima even though their class rules or boundaries might be contradictory. Unfortunately, in the above-mentioned cases, the respect for a white male American faculty member's academic freedom to set up boundaries and request for students' signatures or "agreement" on rules is not given to the female Chinese-heritage faculty member at all. This student's incident was later used by the university as an excuse to not renew the female faculty member's teaching contract.
Sometimes problematic students have problematic parents to collaborate with them. For instance, one anonymous female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee got a phone call from a student's mother. The mother requested that the faculty member lie by changing records of her son's absence to say he had been present. The mother made phone calls before and after this faculty member's teaching sessions for two weeks and puta lot of pressure and trouble on this faculty member.
Another anonymous female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee experienced her male Caucasian American student's parent's phone calls to pressure the university president. The story began when the male Caucasian American student failed to reach the minimum requirements in terms of his application for a summer abroad studies program. The student's father happened to be a powerful member on the university's alumni committee. He then made phone calls to the university president's office, requesting that the university administration made extra efforts to find some other easier opportunities or to lower the minimum requirements. The phone calls to the university president resulted in a lot of pressure at the abroad studies offices, the department chair's office, and this female faculty member's office. The university gave way to this student and his father. Future High-Tech, Financial and Legal Solutions
In the low-tech past, students' anonymous evaluations of faculty teaching were probably the only method to evaluate the quality of faculty's teaching; however, in the high-tech present, webcam recorders can work 24 hours every day. Cell phones can be used as cameras, video recorders, or audio recorders. Audiovisual recording devices may easily be the objective third party without conflicts of interest to testify to the quality of faculty's teaching. All of the audiovisual records can be viewed by professionals who are well trained in the academic field of education, instead of evaluations left to unprofessional student-level evaluators. Instead of anonymous and possibly irresponsible evaluations from students, teaching quality can be ranked by professional evaluators (with signatures to reveal their names and the responsibilities of their ranking) according to all the audiovisual evidence of faculty members' teaching. In the future, technical and financial capacities will probably allow an objective third-person recorder without conflicts of interest to be placed in every classroom. Lawmakers will probably figure out some ways to deal with the legal concerns pointed out at the beginning of this journal article as well as find a better balance between students' learning rights and faculty members' right to work.
Psychological Problems Behind High-Tech and Legal Solutions
Of course, every reasonable person would know that there would be still imperfection even after the above-mentioned high-tech and legal solutions. An anonymous female Chinese-heritage faculty interviewee's experience verified that deciders' own psychological problems may be hurtful. As long as deciders are determined to take advantages of students' teaching evaluations, even good evaluations may become dangerous. The female anonymous Chinese American faculty interviewee won 4.9 points and 4.7 points (full score 5.0 points) from her anonymous students' teaching evaluations during her first semester in a state university on the East coast of the US. Her male Caucasian department chair started to be jealous, insisting to lower the scores of 4.9 points and 4.7 points to 4.5 points in her annual evaluation. He also mis-accused her of giving high grades to her students. She consulted other senior colleagues in the same university, and was advised to get the average score of all the professors' grades for students on the same campus during the same semester. The statistical records evidenced that around 40% of other professors' grades for their students were higher than or the same as her grades for her students. Unfortunately, this department chair never changed his mind, never returned the real teaching evaluations of 4.9 points and 4.7 points to her annual evaluation, and never stopped his mis-accusation though she showed the statistical proofs to him. She was later on not reappointed because of her students' good evaluationsnot because of bad evaluations. Before her departure from that public university, most of her students felt shocked by the news of her departure. Psychological help would undoubtedly be in need if even good teaching evaluations would be mis-used as an excuse for deciders to jeopardize faculty members' right to work.
Conclusion
To sum up, anonymous students' teaching evaluations and special students' cases are extremely convenient excuses for deciders to escape legal responsibilities when the decision is to terminate professional careers and academic lives of minority faculty, especially female Chinese American faculty. Every university administrator and decider with authorities might not be insightful and confident enough to recognize and welcome the truly outstanding job candidates or faculty members, just like Dr. Henry T. Yang's (楊祖佑) efforts to hire five Nobel Prize winners within seven years for the University of California in Santa Barbara. Some university administrators or authoritative deciders might be jealous of or discriminatory against truly excellent and thus extremely outshining female Chinese American faculty members or job candidates, and they might (mis)use anonymous students' teaching evaluations or special students' cases to excludeor hurt Chinese American women job candidates or faculty members.
